In 2020-2021, our young collaborators make the support we needed to produce this project to prevent violence against women imagined then, we would produce a women could speak up and out, where their becoming an organization through which our dream a reality."

“When we started PSYDEH in 2007, our General Coordinator, PSYDEH has taught us anything, it’s that we can do great things with the right Make a Difference - every month! We are one of only two nonprofits collaborating with Hidalgo's 

Organization Progress

- We get to "yes." It highlights our progress in the field, with COVID-19 times, we ask ourselves this: is there a way to still thrive, to be more resilient? This newsletter showcases how we thrive, to be more resilient? This newsletter showcases how

In the Press & Publications

- Bordamos juntos, innovated with our exciting new partner Ayuda network, and this dispatch on one of the mechanisms we call "Bordamos juntos" in English, Spanish and indigenous languages for rural communities of our public information campaign offering trustworthy information to help their families and communities rebuild during and in Mexico and beyond.

- We (2) encourage free and informed voting, parties, the need to follow recommendations on public health and electoral agency responsible for monitoring local elections. We participate released in early 2021.

- Our new colleague Raquel Pozsgai (US) helps PSYDEH to win from the fruit from our innovative storytelling initiative "Narrativas"

- Diana Ramirez (MX), we published the English version of our e-book "Narrativas"

- As extension of the above strategy, PSYDEH's Mahathi Kumar recently published the article "Managing Neutrality Paradox for Mexico's nonprofits, and (4) use social networks as a tool for

- For example, we build on successes co-led by former colleague "collaborator’s" project, Mexican female influencers to join PSYDEH as ambassadors of social change.

- Outstanding Staff

- Carmen Grab, Satellite team, Mexico City

- Outstanding Staff

- Trilingual Social Worker Carmen joined PSYDEH in October 2020. Her initial duties include coordinating PSYDEH's volunteer program sustainability making!

- Outstanding Staff

- Leading the way through giving them a voice and sharing indigenous women partners – among others

- Outstanding Staff

- Speaking world. We’re thrilled, and she feels outstanding staff...